What is ‘Woke’?
Introduction
In my paper, ‘An explanation of modern terms’ I explained ‘woke’ as follows:
‘Woke’ is a very recent term that has quickly become global in use. It originally arose
out of the Black Lives Matter movement as a term for the awareness of racial
problems. People who understood this were ‘woke’; i.e. awakened to the issues.
However, it quickly became more general in its use and is now applied to a range of
issues pertinent to Social Justice Warriors in general. Thus it includes all the radical,
Leftist agendas: Feminism, multiculturalism, racism, Transgenderism etc; in other
words, the whole Cultural Marxist strategy.

This is a fair assessment, although there was a use of ‘woke’, meaning to be awakened,
amongst Blacks in America as far back as the 1940s; but its popular use has been recent.
This is going to be a short and critical assessment of Wokeness, which is now dominating
culture; indeed, is determined to destroy culture. Woke people should be warned that it
will offend.

Summary of background
For over 100 years Satan has been gathering his forces and implementing his strategies to
be master of the political world ruled through proxies. I have explained this many times.
There are many strands to this programme: the rise of technology, the growth and
finessing of energy sources, globalisation, easy global communication, globalised banking
and finance, centralisation of commerce, concentrations of power and so on. The
globalising movement is about securing worldwide control over vital assets and
centralising them into the hands of a few satanic oligarchs and plutocrats.
Satan’s individual assets, such as John D Rockefeller, began centralising oil in the 1890s,
then the medical industry after 1901 (and especially after 1910) 1 and then revising history
education after 1908. Other satanic tools did similar work so that commercial interests
worldwide are now centred in a very few controlling families, hidden in layers of
corporations. 99% of the world’s wealth is controlled by less than 1% of rich people. Just
two corporations control most of the media and Big Pharma (Vanguard and BlackRock).
Yet the greatest changes in recent decades have been in culture. The Devil ramped up his
attack on Christianity in the religious world around the mid-1800s. This was centred in a
direct attack on the authority and authenticity of the Bible, focused in the Documentary
Hypothesis, religious liberalism, modernism, mechanism, evolutionary theory, Higher
Criticism, emerging Pentecostalism, revivalism, occultism, sectarianism and so on. This is
well documented. What is less understood is the direct attack on the Christian principles
undergirding society and culture in the West that has been underway since Gramsci.
There has been a concerted attack on Western ‘Christian’ culture since 1921. The satanic
purpose in this has been to destroy all the Christian influences and principles in the West
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that developed over 2,000 years – especially in America and Britain. These institutions
include essential societal traditions that have been axiomatic in all cultures since ancient
times and Christian principles for 2,000 years. They include:
 The recognition of a supreme, personal God as sovereign over all.
 The recognition that Jesus Christ is the mediator of that one God to all men and that
the Gospel is the basis of our knowledge of God and salvation.
 The fundamental importance of marriage of one man to one wife for the procreation
and upbringing of children.
 The importance of work for a fair wage according to quality and produce.
 The importance of good, unbiased education to enable critical thinking and
discernment.
 The freedom to worship without hindrance.
 The freedom of opinion, speech and expression in all forms of media. This includes the
right to reasonably offend.
 Freedom of movement and assembly.
 The commitment of the citizen to the state and to obey democratically agreed laws
based on the principles of universal moral law.
 Representative government (in Britain this has been formally recognised since the 13 th
century and was previously implicit in Saxon Moots and before that in Celtic gatherings
under Druids).
 A fair and just judiciary that upholds true justice for victims of crime and punishes
criminals of any rank. Habeas Corpus and trial by a jury of peers.
We could go on but this will suffice.
The attack on the institutions of Western culture was a satanic programme but was
implemented chiefly in practice by Cultural Marxism. This began with Antonio Gramsci, 2
from about 1921, but continued mostly with the Frankfurt School and also Fabianism to a
lesser extent.3 For a detailed analysis of this see my paper on Cultural Marxism. It is
Cultural Marxism that led to Political Correctness, then hate laws, social division into
multiple victimised minorities4 and attacks on Christian values. Most people identifying as
Social Justice Warriors, or even Social Democrats and Liberals, have no idea that they have
been manipulated since birth (mostly through Socialists in the education system) to
gradually imbibe Marxist concepts as a precursor to social revolution.
It is this background of Cultural Marxism that has directly led to what is now identified as
Wokeness. The Woke agenda is the latest manifestation of a long stealth attack on the
foundations of Western culture. It is not a good thing (though it claims the moral high
ground) but is an intrinsically evil strategy within a satanic programme leading to world
domination by a cabal of Luciferians.
So what are Woke people like?
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Antonio Gramsci [1891–1937] was an Italian political theorist and Communist activist. He was imprisoned
when the Communist Party was banned by the Fascists in 1926 and died shortly after his release. Gramsci's
most notable writings include Letters from Prison (1947). He is considered to be a pioneer of Cultural
Marxism.
3 The Fabian Society was more of an academic Marxist think tank. It was an organisation of Socialists aiming
at the gradual rather than revolutionary achievement of Socialism through dissemination of doctrines and
politics. The Frankfurt School strategies were aimed at social destruction by occupying positions of power
and influence in all institutions to enable a social revolution.
4 Such as Feminists, BLM, Gays etc.
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Characteristics of Woke people
Selfish and self-centred
Firstly, Woke people are selfish. They are unable to see the good in anyone outside their
camp. Indeed, they are full of bile and spleen for anyone who disagrees with them.
They gather in holy huddles where all in their camp are righteous and everyone outside the
camp is evil.
They care nothing about nuance of argument but concentrate on establishing their views
through vilification of others. Often an ad hominem argument is used when they cannot
overturn the opposing stance through logic. Everything is based on them and how
something upsets them (whether it is sensible or not). Shouting bile at opponents is
common.
Their thinking is linear and constricted, based upon what pleases them not what the facts
are.
Ignorant
This is best exemplified in the total ignorance of history. Woke people make statements
and decisions arising from history with no understanding about that history. This is
exampled in statements about slavery or colonialism. They not only have no understanding
about British history but also show no awareness of world history or even the basics of this.
While centring their attack on Britain and America for slavery issues, they show no
knowledge of the worst offender in slavery, which is Islam. Not only did Muslim sultanates
and caliphates kill over 700 million people in 1400 years, they terrorised nations from
Cornwall to South East Asia enslaving very many millions. Muslims are still trafficking sex
slaves to this very day.
If you want to criticise nations for historic slavery then why attack the two nations that
ended slavery and enforced this globally but ignore nations that are still engaging in it
today after a period of 1400 years doing it?
Every nation in history has used slaves going back to ancient times; no one is immune.
However, it was Britain that began the abolition of slavery movement in 1834 and America
30 years later. In fact, the Atlantic trade in slavery only lasted 200-300 years. Many
nations conducted slavery far longer than that. The Greek and Roman empires were
founded on slavery over many centuries.
Then again, Woke people have no clue about White slavery. White Europeans were the
victims of Muslim slave traders, such as the Barbary Pirates, for centuries until the US
navy put an end to it. White women were captured as far away as Cornwall coastal villages
and all across Europe. In fact the word ‘slave’ derives from the Slavs that were constantly
captured and enslaved by Muslim attacks on the Balkans.
Even in America, there were White slaves before Black ones. Many poor people sold
themselves into indenture in order to survive. Native American tribes also captured White
people for slaves. White children were treated as virtual slaves cleaning chimneys right
into the Victorian era.
Even colonialism is misunderstood.
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No imperial system is perfect and every form of colonialism involves bad decisions. People
are flawed. However, it is wrong to consider that the British Empire was an evil institution
that had no altruistic value whatsoever. The British Empire was not like Leopold’s Belgian
Empire that cut childrens hands off as trophies.
It is true that British colonialism often began as commercial interests invested in the
resources of a country like Africa or India. However, it is also true that it advanced in the
wake of missionary ventures into new lands where the overriding principle was to do good
to the native people. The missionaries were often trained as doctors and brought proper
health care to natives as well as the Gospel. Indeed, it was the Gospel that brought tribes
together in peace after centuries of internecine tribal warfare. Such was the case with the
courageous Mary Slessor who did so much good to the people of Calabar (West Africa) and
stopped people killing each other.
It was only after mission stations had been formed and tribes began accepting civilised
ideas that British gunboats began to also set up stations to govern those areas in a paternal
manner. The origins had been altruistic.
The benefits of civilisation amongst tribal people are also ignored. No sane person would
want to go back to living in a mud hut and constantly fighting tribal wars. The British
brought roads, jobs, railways, proper housing, reservoirs, aqueducts, bridges, medicine,
agriculture and a host of other good things. African tribes had not invented the wheel or
the ploughshare before the British arrived.
It was the British that turned wildernesses in Africa into prosperous farms. In fact South
Africa was purchased (not stolen) from the local Hottentot (Khoikhoi peoples) Bushman
tribes because it was a wilderness and swamp. They couldn’t sell it quick enough.
In India the infrastructure brought by the Raj still continues to this day: railways, beam
engines, roads, bridges etc. The British not only united the disparate tribes into a
confederation but established an efficient civil service, which continues to this day. India
would not be the powerhouse it is now without the colonialism of the British.
It was not only artefacts, but the British genuinely loved the Indian people. Army officers
and civil servants would bring their families to live there; both Cliff Richard and Joanna
Lumley spent their childhood there. Indian servants brought up their children. The amah
(nursemaid) would become a member of the family. They loved the culture so much that
they brought much of it back to England, including curry, bungalows, spices, chutney,
kedgeree, a cummerbund and various sauces. A huge number of Indian words were
included in the English vocabulary, including: veranda, avatar, bandana, cushy, dinghy,
dungaree, guru, gymkhana, jodhpurs, jungle, karma, loot, pukka, pyjamas, shampoo, thug,
tickety-boo, toddy and even ‘Blighty’.
The proudest title of Queen Victoria was ‘Empress of India’ and she delighted in her Indian
subjects. Indian princes were often entertained at court and one Indian man in particular
remained in court circles for years. Mohammed Abdul Karim was an attendant of Victoria
for the final 14 years of her reign gaining great maternal affection. There was never any
overt racism in court against Indian people.
When a new recipe was commissioned to celebrate the coronation of Queen Elizabeth II,
the chosen meal, created by Constance Spry and Rosemary Hume, was ‘Coronation
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Chicken’,5 which was just cold curried chicken. A similar meal was ‘Jubilee Chicken’,
prepared for the silver jubilee of George V in 1935.
There was no commercial interest in bringing moral reforms to India. There was no
imperial advantage in outlawing suttee (wife burning) and thuggee (banditry); which just
created administrative stress and military effort. These were done in order to benefit the
Indian people based on universal moral principles. Attempts were also made to ameliorate
the worst effects of the caste system, which sadly still plagues Indian people.
One can investigate the evils of the Raj but this must be balanced with a fair assessment of
all the benefits brought.
Without British colonial expansion, millions of people from empire backgrounds would not
now be living in relative affluence, either in the west or in native lands, but would still be
living in mud huts, walking miles for water and still waiting to invent the wheel; not to
mention constantly killing each other and in some cases eating their enemies. There is a
reason why millions of migrants are anxious to get to Britain and escape Sub-Saharan
Africa, Libya, Algeria, India, Pakistan, Afghanistan and many more nations.
However, none of this bothers Woke people who just condemn British colonialism outright
with no consideration of historical facts.
Nasty and Intolerant
The Woke attacks on people are excessively nasty and involve micro-investigations.
One example is the recent attack on poor Ollie Robinson who took seven wickets in his first
test match for England against New Zealand aged 27 on 2 June 2021. Nasty Woke activists
decided to do an archaeological investigation of sinful material and discovered Tweets
from 2012 and 2013 that were supposedly racist and sexist. Immediately Robinson was
removed from the England squad pending investigation. Yet the Tweets were from
Robinson as an immature teenager over a decade ago. The racist Tweet was not even racist,
just language of a White teenager trying to act cool like a Black rapper. Despite this,
Robinson issued a grovelling apology, which cut no ice. It was later discovered that
Robinson was not alone but the whole squad had Tweeted unsavoury things in their past.
If everyone was judged on the basis of what they did as teenagers, who would stand?
What is to be gained by unearthing years old Tweets (which themselves are meaningless
and ephemeral)? All it has done is ruin the best day of a promising professional cricketer’s
life. It serves no constructive social purpose.
But this is what Woke people do. They discover tiny amounts of ‘erring’ material from the
past and then try to use it against individuals so that they can claim a scalp for the cause.
But it doesn’t even have to be erring material. Very often scalps are claimed from people
who did no wrong whatsoever, but their lives were either thrown into turmoil or
completely ruined. A short list of these would include:
 The popular teacher from Batley who did nothing wrong and who is now living in
hiding with his family for showing a cartoon to illustrate the need of free speech and
open discussion amongst students. He was eventually cleared of causing deliberate
offence by the school but is still under death threats and his life is ruined.
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The Scottish university student Lisa Keogh who was placed under investigation by
Abertay University for challenging Woke orthodoxy. Her crime? She defined women as
having vaginas and that biological women should not have to compete with biological
men in contact sports. The two months long (!) investigation coincided with her law
finals, causing great stress (she is also a mother). The student disciplinary board
eventually dismissed the complaints made by Woke students.
Maya Forstater who was accused of being Transphobic and lost her job. She claimed
that this violated the Equality Act 2010 (being fired for her philosophical beliefs). In
2019 the Employment Tribunal found against her. However, the Employment Appeal
Tribunal concluded that belief in biological sex is important, real and immutable and
met the legal test of an important philosophical position. This established her view as
protectable under UK laws. [NB. this sets a legal precedent.]
Marion Millar, a Scottish Feminist facing criminal charges for expressing gender
critical beliefs.
Feminist Posie Parker, who is constantly vilified for asserting that women are
immutably biological and not a matter of choice.

These, and many others, are being attacked for what they honestly think and express.
Woke activists police thought – you are not allowed to have certain opinions or they will
attack you and try to ruin your life. Many Christian principles are now either illegal under
hate laws or attract attacks from Woke insurgents. This is no accident. The Woke agenda is
both Left-wing and satanic and seeks to destroy Christian ethical principles. If you deny
homosexuality as being normal, or deny the Trans agenda, or the claims of radical fourth
wave Feminism, or fail to criticise White privilege and colonialism – you will be attacked.
Irrational
Woke activists get up to all sorts of irrational behaviour. Recently they have demanded the
removal of a statue of Cecil Rhodes from Oriel College, Oxford and a portrait of the Queen
from a common room.
Now I have no brief for Rhodes at all. He was a plunderer of African resources and used his
wealth to establish many aspects of the global elite, such as what became the Milner
Group. However, he also gave money to charitable projects and donated a trust fund to
Oriel College, for which they rewarded him with a statue.
Now this statue is part of the masonry of the wall in which it stands and it would be
incredibility difficult to remove without destroying the whole wall of the building, which is
a listed building anyway. Why bother when hardly anyone notices the statue and most
students wouldn’t even know whom it was representing. This makes no sense. In any case,
the college is still benefiting from the endowment, which in turn benefits students. Why
shouldn’t it celebrate the giver of this money? The statue doesn’t represent Rhodes’
colonial endeavours but his donation to the college. The statue is not on public property
but on a private building. Only a fool would get hot under the collar for such a trivial
private matter. What right have Marxist activists got to tell trustees of a building to tear
part of it down at huge expense?
The latest Woke outrage is at the portrait of the Queen in a Magdalen College common
room. How irrational is that; it is the monarch of the nation? What will they do next?
Demand that the Queen’s image be removed from currency or postage stamps? The
Queen’s portrait appears everywhere. Are they going to demand that British Legion clubs
remove such from their walls?
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Ironically, it was Queen Elizabeth that ruled during the period when most of the
Commonwealth nations were allowed to become independent. Of all the monarchs to
complain about they picked the wrong one. Why not scream about Leopold II of Belgium
who committed terrible atrocities to African natives? Why not complain about Muslim
rulers like Timur Lenk (Tamurlaine) who committed the most brutal atrocities against
dozens of nations, including killing everyone in many towns and erecting towers of human
heads 15 feet high? Why not complain about Genghis Khan who slowly boiled leaders of
towns he conquered to death over three days? Why not complain about Iceni Queen
Boudicca who killed and beheaded everyone she found in Colchester and London? Why not
complain about Queen Mary Tudor who burned many innocent people to death because
she didn’t like their religion, as did the Spanish Queen Isabella who also instituted the
Spanish Inquisition in 1478 and supported Columbus's expedition in 1492? The list could
go on and on. Yet Elizabeth II (whatever conspiracy theories abound) is not well known for
killing her own citizens or expanding imperialism.
The Woke support of Transgenderism is beyond rationality. Biology exists; it is immutable.
If you have an ’X’ and a ‘Y’ chromosome then you are male; if you have two ‘X’
chromosomes you are female. Nothing can change this: not surgery, not hormone
treatment, not brainwashing, not mental disease. Biological facts are immutable.
When people are mentally ill, especially with some sort of dysphoria,6 the worst thing you
can do is strengthen that illness. If someone wants to become a different sex then they are
mentally ill and need help. The worst thing you can do is give life-changing surgery,
hormone pills and bolster their illness. This is especially true in confused children and
teenagers who have succumbed to conditioning that has damaged their perception.
Thousands of Trans people have reversed the surgery and explained how changing sex
ruined their lives when they were at a bad psychological point.
The demand for society to undergird this nonsense is actually damaging Trans people
themselves, who may one day wake up. It is not sane to make all of society comply with the
feelings of mentally ill people who want to pretend that they can change their
chromosomes. Making society believe and practice a lie is not a way to help Trans people
And where do you draw a line? Has society got to accept that people can identify as cats,
dogs, snakes and so on? Some people already claim to identify as such. Or even as
inanimate objects or as babies? At what point do you say, ‘This is madness’. Yet Woke
people go crazy if you don’t fully support the Trans agenda and call people by their chosen
pronoun, of which there are now scores, including plural terms.7
Woke people are just irrational.
Angry and constantly offended by microscopic events
Woke people are just angry – all the time. They actively look for things to get angry about
so that they can criticise and attack someone. The objects of their anger are:
 People who deny climate change and global warming – even though CO2 is a miracle
molecule that promotes green growth and provides oxygen in the atmosphere through
plant photosynthesis. The whole global warming mantra is a fallacy (in fact global
temperature has been dropping for many years).
 People who deny Transgender issues. [See above.]
 People who are White – this is just racism.
6A
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state of unease or generalised dissatisfaction with life. The opposite of euphoria.
I believe the latest count is about 150.
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Colonialism – well that affects virtually every nation on Earth. All continents have
formed empires of one sort or another since ancient times. This includes Black empires,
such as that of Shaka Zulu, whose empire was bigger than Alexander’s. Most Woke
people come from privileged Western nations, all of whom were part of a colonial
system at some time or other. E.g the British Empire, the Dutch colonies, the Belgian
colonies, the French colonies, the Spanish colonies, Portuguese colonies, the American
areas of suzerainty (e.g. Puerto Rico) and annexation (Hawaii), the German colonies
and annexations, Polish annexations; the Austrian Empire; Italian expansion into
Africa and the Roman empire, the Greek empire, the Persian empire, the Babylonian
Empire, the Assyrian empire, Egyptian expansions (e.g. into Canaan), the Hittite
empire, the Russian federation and so on. No Woke person is immune from being
tainted by colonialism in their own history.
Homophobia. People can be courteous to Gay folk even if they personally believe
homosexuality to be sinful. However, controlling thought by laws and convention is
very wrong.
Islamophobia. Criticism of a religion for its flaws is not wrong. Woke people criticise
and attack Christianity all the time in vehement ways but do not allow valid criticism of
Islam. This fear of racism is why the police failed to protect thousands of young girls in
Britain from Muslim rape gangs.

Binary
In the world of Woke there are two camps. You are either vulnerable, oppressed and
offended or you are a bigot and a heretic.
The rise of the doctrine of Intersectionalism enables Woke people to fit into any of the
many victimised, oppressed sub groups - whether there is any evidence of oppression or
not. These groups include gender identity issues, Feminism, sexuality, Blackness and so
on.
Everything is black and white to these people. They understand nothing about nuance or
historical context. They are just trigger-happy.
Self-righteous
Self-righteous people are always right (even when ignorant) and always make issues
pertinent to their subjective feelings rather than logic. If something triggers and upsets
them, then the issue is bad and must be attacked. They don’t care about other people’s
feelings or even the facts of the matter in hand, they only care that they are offended.
It is sad that these people think that they are holy and virtuous when they are inflicting
cruel life-changing damage on other people through their vindictive attacks.
Hypocritical
There is so much hypocrisy abounding today that it is hard to keep up.
The leaders of Woke Black Lives Matter are avowed Marxists, they openly state this. Yet
one of them has purchased four expensive houses in affluent (mostly White) areas. The
embezzlement of donated funds to BLM has also been exposed in the Press.
Ultra Woke couple Harry and Meghan Windsor preach to others constantly on many
trigger issues, including Climate Change, gender issues, Feminism and other matters. Yet
they themselves live in a mansion with 16 water guzzling bathrooms and travel to global
warming conferences in private jet airliners, as do other hypocritical celebrities like
Leonardo di Caprio.
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Boris Johnson had the audacity, after committing billions to climate change issues, to
travel to a climate change G7 conference in St Ives in a private jet using five times the fuel
of a train journey. Many of the attendees of this G7 hoopla were pictured not wearing
facemasks and not social distancing and even partying. None of the diplomats involved had
to quarantine like ordinary folk after international flights. President Biden even flew over
several armoured limousines for his entourage, then had to dump them because they
couldn’t manoeuvre through Cornish country lanes. Yet he champions the need to fight
global warming. When Justin Trudeau returned to Canada, he was exempted the 10-day
quarantine in a detention hotel that Canadians have to obey by law, spending only ten
hours in isolation. The hypocrisy is brash.
The hypocrisy is prominent in the rich classes. This has been recently evidenced in rich
crowds not social distancing or wearing masks at Ascot, crowds allowed at Wimbledon,
crowds allowed at European Cup football matches, yet miserable stringent laws applying to
funerals and weddings.
Racist
Woke people are not only racist but they want to create a new apartheid in the West,
dividing White people from ethnic minorities. Some institutions have already enabled this
(see later).
The racism of Woke activists is astounding and overt.
Priyamvada Gopal, a professor at Cambridge University, Tweeted, ‘White lives don’t matter’.
After this was deleted by Twitter she said, ‘ I stand by my tweets … They were very clearly
speaking to a structure and ideology.’
Tommy Curry, associate professor at Texas A&M, is Black and specialises in Critical Race
Theory. In a podcast8 he says, ‘In order to be equal, in order to be liberated, some White people
might have to die’. He rejects the ideas of Martin Luther King that White people can be
regarded as reasonable. In other words, people cannot be considered as rational because of
their race. He also denounces the idea of the integrationist model of race relations and
demands that White people despise themselves.
BLM protestors have sprayed ‘Kill White people’ on US highway walls and properties.
A Yale University psychiatrist, Dr Aruna Khilanani, told pupils that she fantasised about
shooting White people in the head with a revolver because it would do the world a f…ing
favour and put a bounce in her step.9 This is the level of insanity that is placed upon
schoolkids. Her lecture was titled, ‘The psychopathic problem of the white mind’.
Black comedienne Sophie Duker joked about killing white people on Frankie Boyle’s BBC
show.
For information, according to the FBI, in 2019 Blacks killed 566 Whites while Whites killed
246 Blacks. Blacks are 13% of the population of the US but are responsible for over 50% of
all homicides.
The US police kill double the amount of White people every year than Blacks.
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Violent
This is best exemplified in the Black Lives Matter Movement. Not only is this an openly
avowed Marxist movement, it is a violent terrorist movement.
Part of being Woke involves fully supporting BLM. Thus you have the absurdity of football
players in British leagues bowing on one knee to this movement before soccer games or
having ‘BLM’ on their shirts. This is an act of kowtowing10 to an organisation that seeks the
death of White people, getting rid of the police and has killed many and also burned down
homes and stores during the 2020 riots. It has even shot children and women in cars. How
can any sane person support such a movement?
The June 2021 riots led by BLM resulted in burned shops, homes, properties and many
deaths. One young woman was pulled out of her car and executed on the spot.
Taking the knee is certainly not about showing respect to principles of tolerance and
respect for minorities in general. It arose directly out of the BLM and in particular the
death of George Floyd, which was usurped as a figurehead for BLM. 11
Woke people are insane in their denunciation of White people. Many have openly stated
that they personally want to kill all White people, or have said that all White people are a
stain on the Earth to be eradicated. These people are actually leading a privileged or even
affluent life that was enabled by White people. Without White people these angry activists
would have nothing. It is a crime to openly state that you want to kill people or urge others
to kill certain people; yet these activists go unopposed while peaceful protesting old women
on an anti-lockdown demonstrations get thrown into police vans, manhandled and
arrested. One old lady in lockdown was arrested for sitting on a park bench feeding the
birds.

Doctrines of Wokeness
Critical race theory
This challenges established approaches to racial justice and the social impacts of racism:
e.g. social problems are created more by societal structures and culture than by
individuals. Its intent is to create guilt in White people by asserting that White culture is
systemically racist and full of hatred. Recent history demonstrates the falsity of this claim.
The fundamental claims of Critical Race Theory are logical fallacies:
 Your skin colour defines who you are. A White person is a privileged supremacist; a
Black person is a victim.
 Racism is present in all social interactions because it is endemic in White colonial
culture.
 If you are White you are racist and guilty; either consciously or unconsciously. White
people must despise themselves and be ashamed.
 If you are from an ethnic minority then you are a victim of a system that is rigged
against you. All Black people are victims.

10 Genuflecting.
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Even this needs nuance. Floyd was no hero but a long-term, violent petty criminal who was already dying
due to a Fentanyl overdose he had just taken. The knee-hold used by the police was part of police training
methods taught by the Israeli Defence Force. The officer did exactly as he was trained to do. His court case
was fixed with the jury being in fear of their lives.
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Seeing yourself as a victim is the beginning of personal empowerment and taking back
control.

Apart from being inherently racist, this is a Cultural Marxist attack on Western societal
principles using the smokescreen of creating equity for victims of racism. When problems
erupt (such as BLM protests) it is the fault of Western cultural norms causing minorities to
become violent. This attack is usually centred on the problem of White supremacy. Thus
George Floyd was not a career criminal but a victim of society.
Like Intersectionality, it ignores actual facts, such as that BAME groups do well in school; 12
that ethnic minorities frequently find positions of power in politics, entertainment and
commerce and that many minority figures are vastly rich, despite whatever disadvantages
are supposed to exist. There has been a Black president of the US; two women British
Prime ministers and multiple other very successful BAME / Gay / female people. The
House of Commons is populated by many Black, Asian and other minorities as well as
many women. The chancellor is BAME, as is the Home Secretary. The prime focus of the
current music industry is centred on Black forms, such as RAP. Many White male
teenagers aspire to be Black and talk like Black street punks. Where is the problem?
Critical race theory ignores the capability of individual drive and focuses attention instead
on a claimed hindrance of White cultural norms. It established Groupthink instead of
rational criticism; a concept rather than individualism. The agenda is all about a
collectivist ideology that everyone has to submit to. Wherever collectivist concepts of
acceptance and discrimination (the good group versus the bad groups) have abounded, it
always led to the worst crimes in human history with millions killed: the persecution of
Slavs and Jews by Nazis; the persecution of Kulaks by the Bolsheviks; the persecution of
Christians and Hindus by Muslims; and many more.
The real purpose is to attack the fundamental Christian principles of Western culture.
Critical Race Theory has been thoroughly debunked by psychology professor Jordan
Peterson.
Colonialism
This follows from critical race theory.
The idea is to identify features of colonialism in society and then overturn them. This can
be statues of slave traders, offensive architecture, names of places, plaques, books,
paintings, subjects taught in universities and so on.
The great ogre in this is usually White supremacy. Everything White is evil and must be
attacked just for being White. Today Kant, Shakespeare and Keynes are all being attacked
for furthering a White intellectual tradition, perpetuating a colonial legacy. They normalise
a White Euro-centric and Enlightenment viewpoint.
Universities are constantly attacked for being colonial and racist. Yet Non-White people
make up 13% of the UK population (2011 census) while BAME folk make up 20% of
university students. In 2020 36% of White students got 1st-class degrees. 18% of Black
students did the same but 28% of Asian and 32% of mixed ethnicities got firsts. 45% of
Black and White students got a 2.1, as did 44% of Asian and 47% of mixed ethnicities. Not
much racism there.
12 Less so

for Caribbean Blacks.
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The Equality and Human Rights Commission showed that in the three and a half years up
to January 2019 universities received an average of only 2.3 total staff complaints and 3.6
student complaints of racial harassment. Less than one complaint a year.
Despite this, Woke activists are pushing for segregation policies, such as Black-only living
quarters and graduation ceremonies. Birmingham University has already established
LGBT-only halls of residence.
It is already being demanded that White students must be taught about White privilege,
White fragility, White allyship, micro-aggressions and Intersectionality, and will be
expected to undertake radicalised unconscious-bias training. It’s all about division in
society.
Intersectionality
This is the doctrine of identity politics.
It is a gobble-gook, Cultural Marxist sophistry that serves to bolster the factionalism in
society, setting people against each other. It divides society into multiple sub-groups who
are told that they are victims of various sorts of oppression by the White, Christian,
colonial, establishment.
In theory it is a tool, or analytical framework, for identifying a person’s social and political
identity which combine and which attract discrimination. So victim groups would include:
homosexuals, transgender people, disabled people, Muslims, Feminists, Black and
minority folk, and so on. While all of these are victims of Western society, Intersectionality
combines groups into the biggest victims on a pecking order. So you are more
discriminated against if you are both Gay and disabled; but you are even more victimised if
you are Gay, disabled and Black. In all cases the cause of discrimination is White privilege.
It refers to the interacting and overlapping social identities in Western society. It looks for
ways to get offended and react with anger. Thus a Black woman may face discrimination
not because she is Black or a woman (there are laws against discrimination on this basis)
but due to the combination (Intersectionality) of factors.
It really is a framework of ambiguity, arbitrary schism and irrational nonsense that ignores
the personal qualities of individuals who manage to rise above any social disadvantages
and make something of their lives.
Candace Owen has the ‘disadvantages’ of being both Black and a woman and yet has risen
to great prominence and influence internationally and has no feelings of being a victim.
Indeed, she proclaims that BAME people are privileged to live in Western societies where
they have had advantages to prosper and build good lives because of Western culture.
In reality Intersectionality is another tool to manufacture division, stir up hatred and
attack Western Christian principles of culture.
Cultural appropriation
This is taking things from a different culture to your own. Instead of seeing this as a
compliment, Woke people see it as theft.
Oddly, taking things from Black culture have historically led to the betterment of Black
people – and this is ignored.
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Take for example the Blues. The Blues is an intrinsically Black music format, derived
originally from the call and repeat songs that workers would sing while labouring on farms.
From this developed Rural or Country Blues, then Ragtime, Traditional Jazz, Folk,
Country, Rock n’ Roll, Rhythm and Blues and finally rock music.
In the early 1960s Blues musicians in America were on their uppers. After an initial
prosperity in the 1940s – early 1950s they were struggling. Black people paid no attention
to their own historical music form. Many Rural Blues players went back to picking cotton,
they were so broke. Then packaged tours of multiple Blues players came to Britain, on the
back of the Folk and Skiffle boom, and this led to a huge interest in Blues music. Quickly
British musicians were playing Blues and forming Blues bands. Some of these, such as The
Rolling Stones, Manfred Mann, The Kinks and many others, developed further and became
huge rock/pop stars – originally based on Blues music. Eric Clapton, Mick Taylor, John
Mayall, Keith Richards and Van Morrison owe everything to American Blues musicians.
Many greats of Blues culture were thus able to come to Britain in their own right, touring
all over. This included Muddy Waters, Champion Jack Dupree, T-Bone Walker, John Lee
Hooker, Shaky Horton, Sonny Terry and Brownie McGhee, Big Bill Broonzy, Mississippi
Fred McDowell, and many more. Gradually the American public picked up on this as
British artists repackaged the Blues and sold it back to them. This enabled American
Bluesmen to carve out a good living for decades and the interest increased. BB King played
gigs most of the year until he died.
Now this cultural appropriation did vast amounts of good to Black people.
The idea of cultural appropriation, as stealing intellectual property without permission, is
just plain stupid. Who is there to give the required permission? Surely adopting forms
from another culture is good for multiculturalism? Cultural sharing is a good thing.
But Woke people do exactly the same thing, they arbitrarily change the sex or race of
characters in dramas when this contravenes logic and historical accuracy. The recent TV
drama about Anne Boleyn is a classic example. Seeking to promote its Wokeness, the
production team employed a Black actress as the Redhead with very white skin, Anne
Boleyn. Needless to say, the drama utterly flopped. Truth matters little to Woke people as
long as their agenda is being pursued.
Green issues
Climate change politics, global warming activism and sustainable energy projects.
Since I have written on this extensively elsewhere I won’t develop it here.
What is ironic is that the Woke people take the moral high ground on this but have no clue
about the real facts of the matter that are always opposite to their agenda. Neither do they
seem to know that the people benefiting from climate change policies and those running
the narrative, are globalist corporations that are making billions out of sustainable projects
while destroying nature. Biomass pellets is but one example.13
Despite nothing in the Green agenda making any sense (e.g. CO2 is vital to the Earth and
we need more of it), Woke activists heavily invest in it.

13

Chopping down ancient trees in Virginia, pulping them into small pellets, transporting them to Britain to
be burned, which has a carbon footprint far exceeding using local coal-based power stations for energy. How
is that green?
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Matrixocracy
This is the eradication of meritocracy in favour of Groupthink, selection by genetic
diversity and unitary ideological bias. Merit has no value in selection of candidates; what
matters is ensuring racial, gender equality.
This policy has, over recent decades, ensured that poor quality people end up running
corporations, services and institutions and it explains why nothing works in this country
anymore. Customer service especially has crashed and burned.
People regularly get jobs and promotion on the basis of their gender or ethnic status rather
than merit. Such folk have been found to: not be able to write a cohesive business letter;
not be competent in basic numeracy; unable to conduct a proper business telephone
conversation and even incapable of filing things logically; and so on.
Abolition of the police and prisons
By focusing attention of the death of George Floyd, BLM intensified its goal of defunding
and then abolishing the police. All police are racists, according to Woke doctrine, and they
kill lots of Black people.
Of course this is just subjective rhetoric not based on facts. There are very many Black
policemen in Britain and America, and Black policemen have killed White people. In fact,
the biggest killer of Black people in Britain and America is other Black people.
We saw from BLM protests what happens when the police refuse to act in a certain area –
the place is burned down and people are killed. In many cases BLM protestors burned
down the shops of Black proprietors. Police morale is so low that in one American city the
entire riot squad resigned en masse.
In a society where violence is increasing and deaths from stabbing are rampant, the idea
that we should abolish to police is ludicrous. In 2019/20 there were 145 homicides in
London alone, up from 122 the previous year. In 2019/20 there were almost 15.6,000 knife
crimes up from 5.8,000 in 2015/16.
The police may be a flawed organisation deserving of much criticism, but to do away with a
law and order force is preposterous.

Woke tactics
Toppling statues
These acts are just random. Statues of decent philanthropists that gave millions to social
work and charity, such as Edward Colston in Bristol, are toppled while other statues of very
dubious people are left alone. One questionable example is the relief by Eric Gill at the
front of the BBC of a man with a naked boy (formally, Prospero and Ariel on Broadcasting
House in London).14 Gill raped his two daughters and the family dog while the statue has
clear paedophilia overtones. No one has complained about that. This is part of the
historical ignorance of Woke people.
Offence archaeology
This is trawling meticulously through the past history of a suspect in order to find the
slightest fault against Wokeness (chiefly Critical Race Theory). Once an offending item is
14

Ariel is a spirit or sprite, and thus represents the spirit of the air, which was considered a good
metaphorical figure for broadcasting.
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discovered (usually a Tweet), even from the distant past, or even if it is taken out of
context, it is used as ammunition to get the suspect cancelled -–often getting them to lose
their livelihood.
Toby Young was deplatformed and lost five significant posts (including as a government
advisor on education) because of a past article in the Spectator where the editor made a
joke headline for effect titled ‘Confessions of a porn addict’. Young (who is happily married
and not a porn addict) was considered a danger to children and a bad influence and
cancelled.
De-platforming speakers / cancel culture
This is now a popular student sport, again that makes no sense. If you disagree with a
speaker, why not attend the lecture and then ask leading questions?
Instead of acting rationally, all sorts of people have been de-platformed. Some of these,
such as Anne Widdicombe, were de-platformed on the basis of a lie and with no valid
reason.
Classical music composer Daniel Elder has been cancelled for condemning lawlessness. He
criticised the arson resulting from BLM protests; especially the ‘I will breathe’ rally
following the death of George Floyd. Because he condemned a crime, he has been called a
White supremacist and suffered hate mail. For writing two sentences on social media his
flourishing career has been axed. His publisher has rejected him and choral directors are
refusing to programme his music or let him sing. The actions he condemned included:
BLM protestors vandalising buildings and police cars and setting the courthouse on fire in
Nashville. Elder did not even criticise BLM directly, nor did he say anything racist.
A young embroiderer artist, Jess de Wahls, sold her tapestries through the Royal Academy
of Art’s gift shop to make a living. She posted a few lines on social media in 2019 about her
position as a Transgender-sceptic Feminist. She was not disrespectful to Trans people but
affirmed that biological sex is immutable. Eight Woke people Tweeted that she was a
Transphobe that needed to be made an example of, so the Royal Academy cancelled her
contract for being Transphobic; she lost her livelihood and suffered online abuse. Her
crime? She said that a woman is ‘an adult human female … and not an identity or feeling’.15
Rioting
For examples of this see the videos of the effects of BLM and Antifa riots in America.
Demonstrations
These often turn nasty, unlike the peaceful marches staged by Lockdown Sceptics. The
demonstrators are very often middle class teenagers and students who don’t have anything
better to do.
Outlawing books, paintings, films, TV and architecture
Paintings
See earlier on the removal of a painting of Queen Elizabeth II.
Books / authors challenged by Woke activists include:
 William Shakespeare (playwright).
 Immanuel Kant (philosopher).
 John Maynard Keynes (economist).
15

The Telegraph, Craig Simpson, ‘Royal Academy pulls artist’s work from gift shop over Transphobic views’,
17 June 2021.
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Enid Blyton.
Jane Austen.
Mark Twain’s ‘Huckleberry Finn’.
Dr Seuss.
Harper Lee’s ‘To kill a mockingbird’.
George Orwell’s ‘1984’.
JD Salinger’s ‘The catcher in the rye’.
William Golding’s ‘The lord of the flies’.
Laura Ingalls Wilder’s ‘Little house on the prairie’.
Abigail Shrier’s ‘Irreversible danger: the Transgender craze seducing our daughters’.
Jill Twiss’ ‘A day in the life of Marlon Brando’.
Cory Silverberg’s ‘Sex is a funny word’.

Reasons given include: racial slurs, racism, xenophobia, portraying Blacks as less than
human, offensive trigger language, White supremacy, gender issues, homophobia,
classism, cultural appropriation, and so on.
In many cases when the Woke Left target a certain book or author, their sales go up, such
as the Dr Seuss books.
Remember that historically, burning books later led to burning people. The Spanish
Inquisition, established to police thought and uphold orthodoxy, soon began the auto-da-fé
(public penance for heretical sins beginning with humiliation, then flogging, then torture
and burning).
Blacklisted films
 Gone with the wind. [Racist.]
 Snow White. [A girl is involuntarily kissed by a sexist prince.]
 Song of the South. [Complaints about its depiction of Reconstruction.]
 Peter Pan. [Offences to Native Americans.]
 Dumbo. [White people blacking up.]
 The Aristocats. [Siamese cat portrayed with slanted eyes.]
 Swiss Family Robinson. [Pirates portrayed as foreigners – racist.]
 Tropic Thunder. [Racist.]
 The Harry Potter movies. [Hatred for JK Rowling.]
 Fantastic Beasts. [Hatred for JK Rowling.]
 Grease. [Homophobic, sexist and racist.]
Blacklisted TV series
 Fawlty Towers.
 Path to 9/11.
 Cops.
 Live PD.
 The Simpsons.
 Chris Lilley Specials.
 The League of Gentlemen.
 Elmer Judd and Yosemite Sam (cartoon characters).
 The Dukes of Hazard.
 Law and Order.
 Little Britain.
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The Mighty Boosh.

Challenged creators
 JK Rowling. [For being a Transgender-sceptical Feminist.]
 John Cleese. [For supporting Rowling and thus being labelled as a Transphobe.]
 Jordan Peterson. [For challenging the LGBTQ movement.]
 David Starkey. [For supposed racism.]
 Germaine Greer. [For criticising the Trans movement.]
Architecture
Woke architects are now developing Critical Race Theory based ‘learning experiences’ to
‘confront negative cultural messaging in the built environment’; saying that ‘Critical Race Theory
provides a lens for exploring and dismantling these expressions of socio-economic power’.16
Brainwashing children
A secretly filmed video shows middle school students forced into a Critical Race Theory
lesson plan (without parental consent) during a science class (!) where a Socialist teacher
tells them to dismantle systems of oppression with a ‘wheel of power/privilege’.17

Examples of Wokeness in institutions
Universities
Universities are very Woke and are at the centre of Woke programmes. This is not
surprising because academia is now riddled from top to bottom with Socialist and even
Communist professors who actively brainwash students with propaganda. The worst
Marxist influences are in the humanities18 and social sciences.19
The underlying presumption of these academics and students is the problem of default
racism, homophobia, sexism, transphobia and classism. To combat this they establish
innumerable workshops, awareness campaigns, reporting systems and formal policies to
establish how people should think, speak and behave. Examples:
 Manchester University advised staff not to use the terms: ‘mother’ and ‘father’. Instead
neutral words like ‘parent’ or ‘guardian’ must be used. ‘Men’ and ‘women’ must be
replaced by ‘individuals’. ‘Manpower’, ‘mankind’, and ‘chairman’ must be replaced with
‘workforce’, ‘humankind’ and ‘chair’.
 Edinburgh University gives a list of Transphobic phrases that teachers and students
must not say. Forbidden phrases include: ‘all women have their periods’ and ‘you’re either
a man or a woman’.
 Northwest University (US) states that instead of the greeting, ‘Hey guys’, you should
say, ‘Hey everyone’. Socio-economic language requires saying ‘under-resourced’ rather
than ‘inner city’ and ‘working hard to make ends meet’ rather than ‘working poor’.
 Cambridge University encouraged students to report any professor who raised an
eyebrow, gives back-handed compliments, calls women ‘girls’, or turns their back on
people. Students can complain anonymously in its ‘Report and Support’ website. After
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American Thinker, Lawrence M Ludlow, ‘Architecture goes Woke’, 13 March 2021.
https://t.co/wnm3898oqq
18 The liberal arts, arts, literature; classical studies, classical languages, classical literature.
19 The study of human society and social relationships. The disciplines usually encompass: anthropology,
demography, economics, geography, political science, psychology, and sociology.
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vociferous complaints and negative publicity the university took this site down for
revision.
However many universities allow anonymous reporting of micro-aggression, microinsults and micro-invalidation. In Durham University you can be reported for ‘not
giving someone eye contact’ or for ‘constantly criticising’.
The University of Edinburgh renamed ‘David Hume Tower’ into ‘40 George Square’.
This was because the great philosopher was accused of racism for just using terms that
were common in his day. This apparently caused distress to the poor Woke Snowflakes.
Goldsmiths University, through pressure of the student’s union, now allows BAME
people to be able to use ‘racial trauma’ as a reason to defer essays and exams and without
any hard evidence. Since BAME people form a majority in Goldsmiths’ this means that
this policy racially discriminates against the White minority.
Oxford Student Union is planning to hire ‘sensitivity readers’ to stop student newspapers
publishing ‘problematic’ articles that are ‘implicitly racist or sexist’.
Cornell University is running an astronomy course, which considers whether there is a
connection between ‘the cosmos and the idea of racial blackness’.

Today students need to carry a handbook of acceptable phrases to prevent a slip up in
conversation.
Another feature of Wokeness is the need for ‘Trigger warnings’ at the start of a seminar or
talk. This is advance notice that the subject matter may upset someone easily offended.
Woke people claim that such trigger statements can induce panic attacks and anxiety. So
talking about race, sex or class can cause Woke people to be psychologically ill. This
includes discussion of factual historical topics.
Sadly, today education has been replaced by Socialist Wokeism.
Schools
The National Association of Teachers of Religious Education has drawn up new curriculum
guidance for primary school children to be taught about White privilege. This teaches kids
aged 8 to 11 the ‘key concept’ of White privilege, which is described as invisible benefits that
society affords to people ‘because of their Whiteness’. They specifically teach reasons why
Colston’s statue was racially offensive, linking to a BLM webpage.
The campaign group ‘Don’t Divide Us’ has started a petition against Brighton and Hove
Council’s new ‘Anti-racist schools strategy’ which proposes to introduce ‘racial literacy
training’ in the council’s schools.
Young White boys are performing worse than any other subdivision of children; suicides
are also increasing. This has become such a problem that questions are being asked in
Parliament about the issue. This follows decades of White kids being accused of sexism,
racism, homophobia, misogyny, chauvinism and much more. On top of this, today Critical
Race Theory is being foisted on them by Marxist teachers telling them that they must
despise their Whiteness and bow down to Black people. No wonder kids are confused and
demoralised. Wokeness is abusing young White children.
The police
This is evidenced in scenes such as police officers taking the knee before rowdy BLM
demonstrators on marches in London.
The police are also actively involved in policing thought (illegally). The college of police
issued guidelines some years ago, still actively pursued, to enforce ‘ non-crime hate crimes’.
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This is where the police record a hate crime on a person’s criminal record (e.g. due to
something said on social media) even though the person did not actually commit a real
crime against a statute. This has stopped innocent people from getting certain jobs or
keeping their job due to police overreach. There have been allegations that the police spend
more time investigating social media for hate crime than doing anything else.
The BBC
Since the BBC is dominated by Left-wing, liberal, often Marxist, sympathisers it has
constantly pushed a social justice warrior type of Wokeism. Thus the BBC has become an
organisation of box-tickers that long ago ignored the requirements of its public, or its
Reithian responsibilities,20 and instead pursued a Socialist agenda that ceased to even hide
its extreme bias in reporting. Thus it has reported lies upon lies for many years, as I have
exposed before. Its reporting during the Covid crisis has been shocking and merely parrots
the government’s agenda, which itself is lies. It is also in hock to Bill Gates who gives
millions to the BBC.
Football teams
This has become a focus of Wokeness. Most football teams begin matches by the whole
team taking the knee. Almost invariably the crowds watching this boo their own teams for
introducing political issues into a popular sport.
Olympics
Gavin Hubbard was a mediocre weight lifter. For 35 years his testosterone developed in
him strong muscles, vascular system and skeletal frame because he was a man. In 2013 he
transitioned into identifying as a woman called Laurel and entered into the New Zealand
Olympic trial, succeeding to get a place in the team. He had changed from being mediocre
in his discipline to being superlative because he was competing against weaker women who
have massively less testosterone and weaker frames. This choice has displaced biological
women who have trained all their lives to get an Olympic team place. Anyone who
complains that this is not fair is called a bully and a Transphobe.
English Heritage
Has vowed to review all of its blue plaques in case they may be linked to controversial
historical figures. One person targeted has been author Enid Blyton, claiming that her
books (beloved of millions) were 'racist and xenophobic'.
Commerce
Many companies are falling over themselves to comply with pressure from social media
activists to be seen to endorse Woke principles. This was evidenced in the boycott against
GB News before a programme had even been broadcast. It was organised by a group called
‘Stop the hate’ but really amounted to a few people Tweeting against the new channel. This
was enough to get giants like IKEA and the Co-Op to terminate their advertising contracts.
However, a massive backlash set in as the hypocrisy was exposed and the balanced, nonbias reporting of GB News was observed along with massive popularity (the firms lost huge
advertising coverage). Most firms restarted their advertising campaigns. Yet this shows
how easily companies are spooked by Woke activists.
Another example is the stupidity of Marks and Spencer in announcing their new line of
underwear in celebration of George Floyd. This is a man who pointed a gun at a pregnant
20

John (Charles Walsham) Reith [1889–1971] was the first general manager (1922–7) and first director
general (1927–38) of the BBC. He played a major part in the growth of the BBC and championed the moral
and intellectual role of broadcasting in the community – hence ‘Reithian principles’.
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woman. What is there to celebrate? All over the country people affirmed that they would
never shop at M&S again. Bloggers like Alex Bellfield and Katie Hopkins immediately
pointed out the craziness of such a move. The M&S customer base is the very same
conservative people that are horrified by such a decision. It could spell doom for the
already struggling store.

Implicit Nazism
When you consider the aims and tactics of the Woke Left you come to the conclusion that
this is nothing else but Nazism. There are significant similarities between the two.
Woke
Toppling statues they don’t like.
Banning books they don’t like.
Cancelling people they don’t like.
Erasing people from history that they don’t like.
Brainwashing children.
Use of propaganda.
Manipulation of riots.
Attacks on establishment authorities.
Peddling lies.
Guilt by association.

Nazis
Toppling statues they don’t like.
Banning books they don’t like.
Cancelling people they don’t like.
Erasing people from history that they don’t like.
Brainwashing children.
Use of propaganda.
Manipulation of riots.
Attacks on establishment authorities.
Peddling lies.
Guilt by association.

Your child belongs to us already. … What are you? You will pass on. Your
descendants, however, now stand in the new camp. In a short time they will know
nothing else but this new community.

Adolph Hitler.

We are in a culture war
The problems facing us today with Wokeness are but the culmination of the culture wars
initiated by the Cultural Marxists of the Frankfurt School. Their whole purpose was to
destroy the fundamental roots of Western Christianised society by a stealth operation to
invade all the institutions of culture, especially academia, and destroy it from within,
teaching generations of kids Marxist views. They wanted society to be so corrupted that it
stank.21
Part of this corruption was to factionalise society into multiple oppressed groups that saw
themselves as victims (Intersectionalism) and set these against the traditional White
Christian establishment. The civil war brought about by this confrontation of groups would
so destabilise society that a Marxist revolution would be easily enabled. America is on the
verge of such a civil war and we are enabling it to develop in Britain.
While the mainstream media has become totally Woke, it has fallen to independent
journalists, like Peter Hitchens and Douglas Murray, or groups such as The New Culture
Forum (led by Peter Whittle) and Unherd, to maintain the fight with creditable, well21

Willi Münzenberg [1889-1940]: ‘We must organise the intellectuals and use them to make the Western
civilisation stink. Only then after they have corrupted all its values and made life impossible, can we impose
the dictatorship of the proletariat.’ Sean McMeekin, The Red Millionaire: a political biography of Willi
Münzenberg, Moscow’s secret propaganda tsar in the West, 1917-1940, (2004).
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researched dissertations and presentations. The new GB News TV channel, initiated this
week and led by Andrew Neil, may offer some hope for unbiased, anti-Woke news and
opinion. People are fed up with Woke media like the BBC.
It seems that there is finally a reaction setting in against Woke nonsense, such as the
mission statement by the new Police Chief Constable in Greater Manchester, Stephen
Watson, saying that the public is fed up with Woke policing, promising to catch burglars
instead.22
Some consider the culture war to be lost; however a reaction is just starting. What people
forget is that the vast majority of ordinary decent people never took Wokeness onboard for
one second, but the media never gave them a voice. Vehicles are now listening. Anti-Woke
GB News out-performed all the other news media channels in the first days of its
operation. In fact, time after time the aphorism23 ‘Get Woke; go broke’ has proved to be true
as organisations that commit to Wokery lose customers and money. Ordinary people
cannot abide it.

How not to be Woke
In short, adopt Christian principles. I will list these without additional comment.
 Love God.
 Obey God’s law.
 Love your spouse and be faithful.
 Love your family; sacrifice yourself for your family.
 Love one another.
 Love your neighbour.
 Love your enemies.
 Do good to everyone you meet.
 Consider ways to serve people.
 Treat everyone as you would want them to treat you.
 Seek out the weak, poor, and vulnerable so that you can help in some way.
 Contribute to good charities to support the poor and needy.
 Seek the truth in all things. Study issues carefully.
 Listen to both sides of an argument; attempt to get to the real facts.
 Never lie.
 Never be a hypocrite.
 Don’t get angry with people. However, you can get angry with issues that offend God;
e.g. be angry about injustice.
 Don’t swear.
 Don’t blaspheme.
 Don’t covet.
 Work and save to get what you need.
 Don’t boast or be proud.
 Don’t speak or write hastily without consideration.
 Don’t be schismatic.

22 His predecessor,
23

forced to step down, failed to investigate 80,000 reported crimes in one year.
‘Aphorism’: a pithy observation which contains a general truth.
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Don’t support political parties. However, support individual MPs that have integrity
and do good.
Never commit violence.
Never be abusive.

Conclusion
I could have greatly extended this work because there is so much Wokeness in society that
every day produces new cases of insanity. However, this paper is merely an introduction
and so I have limited discussion of the aspects covered.
It is important to understand that there is a strategy in Wokeness; it is not just an
aberration created by fashionable activists supported by a biased media. It is a concerted
attack on Western society by Marxists acting by stealth to overthrow the nations weakened
sufficiently by Woke designs. The purpose is revolution, the destruction of Christianity and
the eradication of Western culture. These people want to ruin your country. The root of
this strategy is Satan; the goal is satanic world domination through a globalist cabal of
Luciferians.
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